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We measured stereoscopic slant detection thresholds for surfaces slanting about a horizuntai or a
vertical axis. For randomdot covered s&aces, 1.25deg uf slant was required to detect slant about
a ants
axis, whereas 2.1 deg of slant was required tu detect sbmt abut 8 wrtic8l mds. T&3
8nisOtrOpy could be due t0 the fact th8t Orieltt8tiOO
4#k!iptitiwt
Which ~311tim
kki~8tiOn about
mrf8ce slant, are generally smaller for surfacesslsntingabout 8 verticad
8xis.To test this possibility,
slant threshuids were measured for surfaces whose orientation disparity content was manipulated
~~~~tly
of the other slant i~o~~n
present. When tlie magm&udeof orientatiun disparity was
thesame fOr~8~~aUti~~~ta
ho~zo~81~ 8 VerticaI 8X~~~~~~O~~~~~~~
about 1.5 deg of slant to be detected; thus the anisutropy became negiigiile. In contrast, when the
o~en~tion disparity content of 8 surface slanting about a vertical axis was zeru, 3-4 deg of sknt was
required fur detection; thus the anisutrupy became larger. Under the conditiuns of these experiments,
it appears that the visuai system utilizes o~e~tation disparities.
Stereopsis Binocular vision Stereoscopic slant Orientation disparity Anisotropy

INTRODUCTION

St~~o~opi~ly-de~ned
surfaces which slant or curve
about a horizontal axis are often perceived more readily,
and have more apparent slant or curvature, than surfaces which slant or curve about a vertical axis (Wallach
& Bacon, 1976; Rogers & Graham, 1983; Gillam,
Flagg 62 F&day, 1984; Gillam, Chambers 4%Russo, 1988;
Rogers & Cageneifo, 1989; Mitch&on & McKee, 1990;
Mitchisan & Westheimer, 1990; Gillam 8z Ryan, 1992).
Although there are signif?cant individual differences in
the magnitude of the effect, studies of the anisotropy
have shown that surfaces containing disparities that
change in a direction orthogonal to the axis joining the
two eyes [i.e. in a vertical direction with ho~~ontallyoriented surfaces such as those illustrated in Fig. I(a)]
appear to have more depth than surfaces confining
disparities that change in a direction parafiel to the axis
joining the two eyes pig. l(b)].
This striking perceptual anisotropy is not limited to
stereoscopic sutiaces. Rogers and Graham (1983) have
shown that there is an analogous effect in the ~r~~o~
of surfaces defined by motion parallax and used this fact
to argue for a possible similarity in the mechanisms that
extract the two diflerent sources of info~ation.
Moreover, they showed that the anisotropy for perceiving
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parallax surfaces is not a function of the spatial orientation of the surface per se (vertical or horizontal), but
instead is a product of the spatial patterning of the
velocity field. A surface slanting or curving abaut
a horizontal axis (with depth changes in a vertical
direction) generates a pattern of shearing motion with
horizontal movements of the observer’s head, white a
surface slanting or curving about a vertical axis (with
depth changes in a horizontal direction) generates an
expansion-compression
flow field (see Fig. 2).
If the anisotropy were due to the orientation (i.e,
ho~on~l
or vertical) of the surface per se, then
horizontally-oriented
surfaces ought to be easier to see
and have more apparent depth than verti~~o~e~ted
surfaces whatever the underlying disparity transformation. Rogers and Graham reported instead that
ve~ica~y-o~ent~
surfaces were easier to see and had
more apparent depth when the observer moved his or
her head vertically. With vertical head movements, the
two different flow field transformations are reversed
for the two difTerent surface orientations such that a
vertically-oriented surface now generates a shearing flow
field and a harizontally-oriented
surfaoe an expansioncompression flow field (Rogers & Graham, op tit).
This result suggests that it is the expansiofi~mpr~sion
pattern of relative motion that is responsible for the poorer depth-from-motion
percept rather
than the actual orientation of the three-dimensional
surface. The equivalent experiment for stereoscopic surfaces is necessarily impossible, but Rogers and Graham
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a

FIGURE I. Exaroples of surfaces curving or slanting about a horizontal axis (a) or a vertical axis (b). The dashed arrows
indicate the direction in which disparity is changing for these surfaces. (a) Disparities change in a direction orthogonal to the
(horizontal) axis joining the two eyes. (b) Disparities change in a direction parallel to the axis joining the two eyes.

argued that it was more likely that the anisotropy in the
perception of stereoscopic surfaces also results from the
different spatial patterns of disparities generated by
horizontally- and vertically-oriented surfaces.
Even if Rogers and Graham were correct in linking
the anisotropy to the different spatial patterns of disparities generated by horizontal and vertical surfaces, this
does not, by itself, provide a satisfactory explanation as
to why expansion-compression
patterns of disparities
should be more difficult to detect than shearing patterns.
In this paper we show that these two disparity transformations generate different magnitudes of orientation
~i~p~it~, and that these differences can account for the
reported anisotropy in the perception of stereoscopic
surfaces at threshold.
Orientation disparity is defined as the difference in the
two-dimensional orientation of corresponding elements
in the two eyes’ views (Blakemore, Fiorentini & Maffei,
1972). It is a potentially useful source of information,
because, for a given line element orientation (with
respect to the cyclopean eye), the magnitude of orientation disparity is directly related to the magnitude of
surface slant. Flood,
o~~tation disparity co&d
be calculated directly from corresponding retinal image
features by binocular neurons with receptive fields tuned
to a slightly different orientation
in each eye. Both
of these factors, the potential usefulness and the ease of
computation, have motivated psychophysical, physiological, and computational investigations of orientation
disparity (Mitchell & O’Hagan, 1972; von der Heydt,
1978; von der Heydt, Hanny & Dursteler, 1981; Ninio,
1985; DeValois, von der Heydt, Adorjani & DeValois,

1975; Gillam & Rogers, 1991; Blakemore et al., 1972;
Nelson, Kato & Bishop,1978; Koenderink & van Doorn,
1976; Jones & Malik, 1992; Wildes, 1991).
Figure 2 illustrates the effect of the direction of surface
slant on orientation disparity. As indicated above,
surfaces slanting about a horizontal axis [Fig. 2(a)]
and viewed with horizontally separated eyes generate
retinal images which are related to each other (to a
Grst approximation) by a shearing transformation, as
illus~~
in the stereo pair, Surfaces slanting about a
vertical axis [Fig. 2(b)] generate retinal images which are
related to each other (to a first approximation) by
an expansion in one image, and a compression in the
other. In this paper, the terms shear and expansioncompression will be used subsequently as a shorthand
to describe the disparity ~~sfo~ations
generated by
surfaces slanting about horizontal and vertical axes,
respectively.
The difference in the orientation disparity content
of the images in Fig. 2 can be seen immediately. In the
expansion-compression
case [Fig. 2(b)], there are no
orientation differences between either corresponding
horizontal or #rre~on~ng
vertical lines in the binocular images, while in the shear case [Fig. 2(a)] there is a
significant orientation disparity between corresponding
vertical lines. The illustrated surfaces are, however,
special cases in that they contain only horizontal and
vertical lines. Figure 3 shows the complete functions
relating arbitrary line orientations to orientation disparity for the shear and exp~on~omp~ion
surfaces
which have 1 deg of slant with respect to the frontoparallel. Line orientation in this figure, and elsewhere in
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a

FIGURE 2. Surfaces ruled with vertical and horizontal lines slanting about a horizontal axis (a), or a vertical axis (b), and
stereo pairs illustrating the disparity transformations. (a) The three-dimensional surface depicted on the left generates retinal
images which can be approximated by a shearing transformation. Note the significant difference in orientation between
cor~s~nding
vertical lines in the images. (b) The thr~~imensional surface depicted on the left generates retinal images which
can be approximated by an expansion in one image, and a compression in the other. Note that there is no difference in
orientation for corresponding lines in the two images. The disparity transformations in this figure are exaggerated for illustrative
purposes, and are not intended to accurately represent the slant magnitude depicted by the perspective drawings.

the paper, refers either to orientation of a line in the
image plane, prior to the application of the disparity
transformation, or equivalently to orientation of a line
in the plane of the slanting surface (i.e. orientation of
lines ruling the surface), with 0 deg being horizontal and
90 deg vertical.
The functions in Fig. 3 show how, for a given magnitude of surface slant, the magnitude of orientation
disparity in stereoscopic images depends both on (i) the
absolute (cyclopean) orientation of lines being viewed
by the two eyes, and on (ii) the direction in which
the surface is slanting. Specifically, the maximum orientation disparity generated by a surface slanting about a
horizontal axis is generated by any vertical lines or
markings on that surface. The orientation disparity
between corresponding elements is zero for both vertical
and horizontal lines ruling a surface which is slanting
about a vertical axis [this can also be seen in Fig. 2(b)].
Lines oriented at 45 deg generate the same magnitude of
orientation disparity for both expansion-compression
and shear surfaces. Finally, it can be seen that the
maximum orientation disparity generated by a shear
surface is twice as large as the rnax~~
orientation
disparity for an expansion-compression
surface. Note
that the degree of physical surface slant is the same for
both surface types, and that neither the disparity gradients, nor the positional disparities present change when
the o~entation of lines covering a surface is changed.
Hence, by varying the orientation of lines on a surface,

orientation disparity can be manipulated independently
of the other indicators of surface slant (Fig. 4).
Three major predictions concerning the detection
of surface slant can be made on the basis of the functions shown in Fig. 3. First, if surface slant detection
thresholds are determined solely by the maximum orientation disparity information present, thresholds for
surfaces slanted about a vertical axis should be 100%
higher than those for surfaces slanted about a horizontal
axis. If, on the other hand, thresholds are determined by
the average orientation disparity information present,
thresholds for surfaces slanted about a vertical axis
should be 57% higher. This figure was obtained by
inte~ating the area under the functions shown in Fig. 3,
and means that for a random (isotropic) arrangement of
oriented features in the scene, the average magnitude of
orientation disparities will be 57% larger for surfaces
slanting about a horizontal axis. Second, the orientation
disparity hypothesis predicts that similar detection
thresholds (i.e. no anisotropy) should be found for the
two surface types when they are ruled with 45 deg line
elements, because the orientation disparities generated in
this case have the same lathe
(Fig. 3). Third,
thresholds should be maximally different (i.e. the anisotropy should be largest) when the slanted surface is
covered with vertical rulings, because the orientation
disparities are zero for slants about a vertical axis, while
the orientation dispa~ties are maximal for slants about
a horizontal axis. Note that the predictions are based on
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system is capable of using orientation disparities, we
should expect detection thresholds to vary with the
orientation of lines ruled on three-dimensional stereoscopic surfaces.
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3. For a given surface slant (in this case, 1 deg from
fronto-parallel), the orientation disparity of a binocularly corresponding line segment marking the surface depends on (i) the orientation of
the fine segment being viewed by the two eyes, and on (ii) the direction
in which the surface is slanting. These functions relate line segment
orientation (x-axis} to orientation disparity (y-axis) for slant about a
horizontal axis (dashed line) or slant about a vertical axis {solid line).
A line orientation of 0 deg is horizontal, 90 deg is vertical. Note the
following, as highlighted in the text: (1) the average orientation
disparity (obtained by integrating the area under the curves) is 57%
larger for a ho~zon~lly-ori~t~
surface than for a verti~~ly-o~ent~
surface, (2) A vertical line generates the largest orientation disparity for
a horizontally-oriented surface, but zero orientation disparity for a
vertically-oriented surface. (3) The magnitude of orientation disparity
generated by &45 deg lines is the same for horizontally- and verticallyoriented surfaces.

the assumption that detection thresholds are determined
by orientation disparities alone.
EXPER~~~T

ONE

To test these predictions, detection thresholds for
slanted surfaces were measured as a function of the
orientation of lines covering the surfaces. The underlying
rationale of this experiment is as follows. Under normal
viewing conditions, both point disparities and orientation disparities will be generated by thr~-dimensional
stereoscopic surfaces. In order to assess the influence of
o~en~tion disparity on task performance, positionaf
disparities must either be removed as a consistent source
of information, or kept constant while orientation disparities are rna~p~a~
inde~ndently, In his study of
orientation disparity, von der Heydt (1978) employed
the former technique by using uncorrelated dynamic
noise stimuli. Thus, in the stimuli he used, there were no
corresponding points to match in the two eyes’ images
but there was a consistent orientation difference between
the (~on~o~sp~ding)
line elements in the two eyes’
images. Our stimuli, on the other hand, were designed
so that orientation disparities could be independently
rna~p~lat~ whife keeping positional disparities constant (and co-existing with orientation disparity as
they normally would be). This was accomplished by
varying the o~entation of a grid of lines in the image
plane prior to applying the appropriate disparity
transformation (Fig. 4; see also Fig. 5). If the visual

Experiments were run under the control of a
Cromemco System Three computer equipped with a
GPIB (general purpose interface bus) parallel interface
and several serial ports. The computer contro1led a
Wavetek 175 Arbitrary Waveform Function Generator
through the GPIB, and AIDS, D/As and an experimental
control box through the serial ports. A Matrox graphics
board (256 x 256 x 1 bit resolution) generated the
graphical output which was displayed on two Hewlett
Packard 1304A large screen oscilloscopes (P31 phosphor). A custom-built PAL standard TV ramp signal
generator converted the line (X) and frame {Y) synchronization pulses provided by the Matrox board into ramp
signals to drive the X and Y scans of the oscilloscopes,
in order to create a raster display. The brightness (Z)
output from the graphics board was fed directly into the
2 input of the scopes. The differential X, Y and Z inputs
of the HP 1304 oscilloscopes allow additional signals
to be added linearly to the line, frame, and intensity
input signals. See Rogers and Graham (1982) for further
details of this set-up.
Initially, the images presented to the two eyes were
identical and yielded a percept of a single, fused flat
surface lying in a fronto-parallel plane. To generate a
pattern of horizontal disparities between the left and
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FIGURE 4. ~llustmtion of a square figure with a 45 deg line drawn
through it before (solid line) and after (dashed line) a shear transformation. The two figures could be thought of as superimposed left and
right halves of a stereo pair. A@, and At?,, are the orientation
disparities resulting from the shear transformation, for the vertical and
45 deg fines respectively. It can be seen that A&, > A&, as depicted
in Fig. 3.6 is the maximum horizontal disparity generated by the shear
transformation, and it is the same for the line orientations 0, and 845.
S is the image’s vertical size, the area and direction over which 6 is
changing. S does not change under the shear transformation. The
change in disparity over the image in a vertical direction, AS/S, which
is the disparity gradient, is the same for the two line orientations. Thus,
for a given shear transformation
(this holds for the expansion-compression transformation as well), changing the line orientation only changes the o~entation disparity, not the m~imum
positional disparity or the gradient of disparity in the vertical (horizontal for expansion-compression) direction.
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right eye displays, ramp waveforms of equal and
opposite amplitude from the Wavetek function generator were fed into the additional X inputs of the two
scopes. The analog disparity signal was thus completely
independent of the digital graphics image. This technique allowed us to create continuously varying, equal
and opposite disparities between the two eyes which
were not limited by the pixel size of the displays. When
fused by the two eyes, the disparate images yielded the
percept of a solid surface which slanted smoothly in
depth.
The oscilloscopes
were placed in a modified
Wheatstone configuration at a viewing distance of
57 cm. To ensure that the vergence angle was
appropriate
for this viewing distance the mirrors
closest to the scopes were adjusted to bring the fused
image into alignment (in depth) with a rod placed 57 cm
away. The outer two mirrors remained fixed at 45 deg.
Prior to each data collection session, the gains of the
display oscilloscopes were matched as closely as possible
by calibrating them with a physical graticule pattern on
a perspex sheet. Observers viewed the display in a
darkened room with their heads held in place by
a chinrest.
Slant detection thresholds were obtained using
a forced choice procedure in which subjects indicated
the slant direction of a planar surface patch with
respect to the fronto-parallel. The displayed surface
slanted either about a vertical axis (the expansion-compression condition) or about a horizontal axis
(the shear condition). In the expansion~omp~ssion
condition the slant of the surface appeared as either
a “left wall” [left side closer, as in Fig. 2(b)] or as a
“right wall” (right side closer), whereas in the shear
condition the surface appeared as either a “ground
plane” [bottom closer, as in Fig. 2(a)] or a “sky plane”
(top closer).
Stimuli were composed of either (i) 50% random
light/dark dots, or (ii) a grid composed of 0 and 90 deg
lines, or (iii) a grid composed of + 45 and - 45 deg lines.
These were presented as circular patches subtending
10.66 deg of visual angle. Figure 5 shows examples of the
oriented grids prior to and after each disparity transformation. An individual bright dot subtended 2.5 min
arc, and dot separation (dot center to dot center) was
5 min arc. Therefore, 0 and 90 deg lines were made up
of bright dots separated by 5 min arc while in the +45
and -45 deg lines the bright dot separation was 7 min
arc (5 x ,/‘$ The lines in the O/90 deg grid were separated by 1.33 deg horizontally and vertically, giving a
total of eight lines. The &45 deg grid was a rotated
version of the 0/9Odeg grid, so the line separation was
the same (1.33 deg), though the minimum horizontal and
vertical distance between line intersections was larger by
a factor of Jz.
In each experimental session, subjects made 70 observations, 10 at each of seven disparity gradients (frontoparallel, plus three positive and three negative) presented
in a random sequence for a single stimulus marking
type (random dots, 0/90deg grid, or + 45 deg grid)
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and disparity transformation type (shear or expansioncompression). Prior to the main experiment, practice
sessions at each combination of the independent variables were undertaken to establish the appropriate range
of slants for deriving a psychometric function, and to
familiarize subjects with the procedure. A single trial
proceeded as follows: a random-dot patch with zero
disparity gradient (i.e. fronto-parallel) was presented for
1 set, the screen was blanked for 1 set, the stimulus was
presented for 1.5 set, and the screen was blanked until
the observer made a response, at which time the cycle
repeated until 70 observations had been made. The
fronto-parallel random-dot patch between trials prevented the build-up of depth aftereffects and provided a
reference surface.
Two experienced psychophysical
observers with
normal (BJR) and corrected-to-normal
(RBC) eyesight
took part, making a total of 350-420 observations
(50-60 per point on the psychometric function) for each
pairing of stimulus marking type and disparity transformation type. A third experienced subject (SPM) took
part in the oriented grid conditions only, making a total
of 140 observations for each orientation and disparity
transformation type.
Results
Best-fitting regression lines were estimated for each
observer and each condition using probit analysis
(Finney, 1971). Thresholds were taken as the inverse of
the slope of each regression line, which corresponds to
the 84% correct point on the psychometric function.
The results of x2-tests indicated that the data were well
fit by such regression lines.
Figure 6 shows the slant detection thresholds of two
subjects for random-dot patterns as a function of the
underlying disparity transformation. Subjects could reliably detect the slant of shear surfaces (sky or ground
planes) that had a slant of 1.25 deg. In contrast, 2.1 deg
of slant was required to detect the slant of expansion-compression
surfaces (left or right walls), thus
conning
the previously reported anisotropy for
perceiving slanting surfaces.
If detection thresholds were governed entirely by
the maximum orientation disparity present in these
random-dot surfaces, then expansion-compression
surface thresholds would be twice as high as shear surface
thresholds, since the maximum orientation disparity
in expansiokcompression
surfaces is half that in
shear surfaces (see Fig. 3). Detection thresholds for
expansion-compression surfaces were, in fact, 1.65 times
higher than shear thresholds, which is closer to the result
expected on the basis of the average orientation disparity
present in the two different surface types (157:l). This
result is also comparable to that reported by Rogers and
Graham (1983) with threshold and suprathreshold sinusoidally corrugated surfaces.
Figure 7 shows the effect of grid line orientation on
surface slant detection thresholds for three subjects.
Thresholds for shear surfaces covered with O/90 deg lines
were typically around 1 deg of slant with respect to the
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FIGURE 5. Cmulcnr grid patches and disparity transformations similar ta those used in the +.~~m~ts.
(a) The shting
transformation applied to O/90 and &45 deg grids. Top row shows aO/90 dcg grid before (to the left of the dashed line), and
after the applicaticm of an equal and opposite shear ~~~~ati~n.
The trzmsformation yields a stereo pair {to the right
was wed to *w&e
the shear
uffthe &W
k@. Biamli row Is ale zjaslie
fat a f&k-kg &id* This ~~s~~~
surfaces used in the experiment&. fbf The e~~~n~~~~~~
~~~o~atio~
apphd to O/W and f4Sdeg grids.
This transfarmation was used to generate the expansion-wmpmsa’on
surfaces used in the expriwts.
This is intended as
an illustrative figure* thus the s&b3 slant magnitudes repM? here arc well above the thrwbolds we obser\Fed, though
they should be easy to fuse.

fra~t~~r~lel,
and therefore s~~~~ lower than for the
same marfm covered with mndam dots. In cmtrast, alI
three subjects had their highest thresholds when required
to detect the slant in an ~~~~u~~u~~res~~~
surface

covered with O/90 deg lirm For two obmve~, as Mach
as 4 deg of &at was required to do the task in this
stirnuhm configuratian which generated no orientation
disparities.
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(a)

Looking at the results for the shear surfaces alone,
there was a smaller effect (N 1.2-1.4: 1) of line orientation on detection thresholds for RBC and SPM, and
no effect for observer BJR. On the basis of the maximum
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slant detection
thresholds of two subjects for random-dot covered stimuli. Minimum
detectable surface slant (in degrees from fronto-parallel) is given on the
y-axis, disparity transformation on the x-axis. Error bars are the 95%
confidence intervals.
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When the grid line orientation of the expansion-compression surface was changed to + 45 deg, thresholds for
detection were significantly lower, by a factor of 2.5-3.5
times, and were comparable to those obtained with the
shear surface when it was also covered with +45 deg
lines. Thus, under these conditions, the anisotropy was
efictively eliminated when the orientation disparity content of the two surface types was made equal.
These two results strongly suggest that orientation
disparity plays an important role in the threshold slant
anisotropy. Orientation disparity cannot be the only
source of information used, however, because thresholds
were not infinitely high in the expansion-compression
surface covered with a O/90 deg grid, where there are no
orientation disparities between corresponding line elements. In addition to the positional disparities and
disparity gradient information present, a weaker orientation disparity cue may have originated from the presence of Fourier energy along the diagonals, or implicit
contours (Gillam & Ryan, 1992) formed by linking up
the line intersections.
“R33116-B
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FIGURE 7. Surface slant detection thresholds for shear and expansion+compression surfaces as a function of the orientation of lines on
the surface for three subjects. Grid line orientation (O/90 or f45 deg)
is indicated on the x-axis, slant detection thresholds (in degrees from
fronto-parallel) on the y-axis. Shear surfaces are indicated by the open
squares, expansion-compression
surfaces by the solid circles. Error
bars are the 95% confidence intervals.
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orientation disparity present (Fig. 3), one would predict
that shear surfaces covered with +45 deg would have
detection thresholds twice as high as those for the
same surface covered with O/90 deg lines. The average
orientation disparity present in these stimuli is the
same, however, because the horizontal lines in the
shear surface generate zero orientation
disparity.
Judgments based on the average orientation disparity,
therefore, would yield similar thresholds for both
grid orientations in this surface configuration. RBC
and SPM’s results fall in between the two predictions,
while BJR’s results are close to what would be
expected if the average orientation disparity was being
extracted.
Discussion

The major predictions of the orientation disparity
hypothesis were borne out in the data. First, the anisotropy in the thresholds for perceiving three-dimensional
slant was not in evidence when shear and expansioncompression surfaces were ruled with +45 deg lines.
This is compatible with the use of orientation disparity
since, in this case, both shear and expansioncompression surfaces possessed the same magnitude of
orientation disparity. Second, expansion-compression
surfaces became far harder to see when none of the line
elements created any orientation disparities (compare
O/90 deg grid performance with f45 deg grids or dots).
Grid line orientation should not affect thresholds on the
basis of positional point disparity processing, because
the magnitude of horizontal disparities is the same for
corresponding points on a surface of a given slant,
regardless of the orientation of surface markings (see
Fig. 4). When none of the line elements generated
orientation disparities (as with the O/90 deg expansioncompression surface), thresholds were most probably
based on the disparities and/or disparity gradients
present but, under these conditions, we found that
thresholds were significantly higher.
Several earlier studies of the anisotropy, performed
at suprathreshold, obtained results that are also compatible with the use of orientation disparity information.
Wallach and Bacon (1976), and Gillam et al. (1984,
1988) found that the latency to perceive depth was longer
when stimulus disparities were changing in a horizontal
direction (creating expansion-compression
patterns of
disparity) than when they were changing in a vertical
direction (creating shearing patterns of disparity). In
Wallach and Bacon’s (1976) first experiment, there is a
larger component of orientation disparity present in the
“transverse” disparity stimulus, which they reported was
easier to see, than in their “superpositional” stimulus
(their Fig. 2) which is essentially a horizontal expansion
of one eye’s view, and possesses only a small component
of orientation disparity along the oblique. Thus it is
possible that the differences in the perceptual latencies
were due to the presence of orientation disparity information in the transverse configuration and to its absence
in their superpositional stimulus (see also their note 3,
p. 382).

The stimuli of Gillam et ul. (1984) which generated the
longest latencies and the smallest amounts of perceived
depth were horizontal expansions of grids made up of
vertical and horizontal dotted lines. These stimuli contained no orientation disparities, but the stimuli which
they found to be easiest to perceive did. Gillam rt (11.
(1988) also reported that random-dot stereograms subjected to an expansion-compression
transformation
took much longer to see than those with an underlying
shear transformation. The fact that average orientation
disparity information present in a shear-defined randomdot stereogram is 57% larger than that present in a
random dot expansion-compression
surface as shown
earlier, may have contributed to this result. However. in
one experiment they doubled the slant present in the
surface slanting about a vertical axis (to equate orientation disparity), and still observed longer latencies.
making this explanation less likely.
While it may be useful to consider the role of
orientation disparity in these earlier studies, other more
recent results cast doubt on the sufficiency of an entirely
orientation
disparity based explanation
of suprathreshold slant anisotropies (Mitchison & McKee, 1990;
Gillam & Ryan, 1992). These studies have shown that
the anisotropy persists regardless of line orientation for
suprathreshold surfaces. Based on this evidence. it now
seems clear that there are important differences in the
utilization of orientation disparity in threshold and
suprathreshold slant perception.
Because the slant magnitudes of the suprathreshold
surfaces used in the studies summarized above were
so much greater than in the present study, there may
have been factors other than orientation disparity that
contributed to the anisotropy, that would not be expected to affect threshold judgments. For example, it has
been noted that there may be a differential effect of
conflicting perspective information on suprathreshold
surfaces slanting about a horizontal or vertical axis,
which would not likely operate for threshold slant
(Gillam, 1968; Stevens & Brookes, 1988; Mitchison &
McKee, 1990; Gillam & Ryan, 1992). This comes about
due to common stimulus generation techniques, whereby
stereo half-images do not possess any perspective information about the surface slant that is depicted stereoscopically.
Mitchison and McKee (1990) reported that for
suprathreshold slanted surfaces, the presence of a square
border (i.e. no perspective distortion, thus indicating a
fronto-parallel surface) around a surface slanting about
a vertical axis lessened the perceived slant of that surface
much more than it did for a surface slanting about a
horizontal axis. They also found that the anisotropy
remained for suprathreshold surfaces, regardless of the
superimposed line orientation, although it was reduced
when orientation disparities present in the surfaces were
the same.
Using surfaces slanting at 15 and 30 deg from the
frontoparallel,
and of larger angular subtent than
Mitchison and McKee (1990), Gillam and Ryan (1992)
examined the relative contribution of both conflicting
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perspective and orientation disparity to the anisotropy.
They confirmed previous results that perceived slant
about a vertical axis was greater for f45 deg grids than
for O/90 deg grids, but found that the anisotropy still
existed when surfaces were composed of f45 deg grids.
They also found, particularly for surfaces slanting about
a vertical axis, that the relationship between perceived
slant and line orientation was attributable more to
conflicting perspective information than to orientation
disparity. A stimulus that would normally have a large
amount of perspective distortion, such as horizontal
lines on a surface slanting about a vertical axis, was
perceived as less slanted than a stimulus that would
normally possess a smaller amount of perspective distortion, such as oblique or vertical lines on a similarly
slanting surface. However, this effect was not found to
be significant in surfaces which had a horizontal axis of
slant. Furthermore, the results obtained with several
stimulus configurations could not be explained by either
orientation disparity or conflicting perspective. The
results suggest that some form of interaction occurs
among orientation disparity, conflicting perspective, and
(as yet undefined) configurational factors, with the relative contributions of each depending upon the stimulus
composition.
With regard to the present results obtained at
threshold, it seems likely that perspective played a much
smaller role, if any, because the conflict between the
appropriate perspective information and what was presented was negligible for the very small slants used. Thus
orientation disparity content would still appear to best
describe the anisotropy at slant detection threshold, but
for larger slants this information is apparently swamped
by conflicting perspective and configurational effects.
It would be interesting to determine whether the
contribution of orientation disparity to suprathreshold
slant perception changes when appropriate perspective
information is present.
In addition to their study using suprathreshold
surface slants, Mitchison and McKee (1990) measured
slant detection thresholds to test our orientation disparity hypothesis, which first appeared in Cagenello
and Rogers (1988a). Consistent with our results, they
found lower detection thresholds for five out of
six subjects who obtained measurable thresholds, for
expansion-compression
surfaces with + 45 deg grids
compared to those containing O/90 deg grids. This
result is clearly consistent with the use of orientation
disparities.
Contrary to our results, however, they did not observe
equal thresholds for shear and expansion-compression
surfaces ruled with 445 deg lines. Subject SPM, for
example, required 65 times more disparity to see slant
about a vertical axis (expansion-compression
disparity
patterns), than slant about a horizontal axis (shear
disparity patterns), when the surfaces were covered with
f 45 deg lines. Moreover, four of their ten subjects could
not detect slant in expansion-compression
surfaces at
all, regardless of the line orientation used. On average,
the thresholds they obtained (when expressed as dis-
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parity gradients) were approximately 15 times higher
than ours for both shear and expansion-compression
surfaces.
The principal reason for these discrepancies, we feel,
lies in the difference in stimulus size used in the two
studies. The surface patches in their threshold study
subtended only 0.75 deg of visual angle, and were composed of five lines separated from each other by 11 min
arc. Our surface patches, on the other hand, subtended
10.66 deg, and were composed of eight lines separated
by 1.3 deg. In limiting the stimulus size to fovea1 dimensions, it is possible that Mitchison and McKee were
handicapping the use of orientation disparity, which
necessarily depends on extended spatial features to be
processed accurately.
In support of this notion, there is evidence that for line
stimuli subtending <2 deg of visual angle, position
rather than orientation cues are used in line orientation
discrimination tasks (Orban, Vandenbussche & Vogels,
1984). Therefore, it may have been difficult for subjects
in the Mitchison and McKee study to use the limited
amount of orientation information present in their
stimuli, so that observers were obliged to use positional
disparity cues.
The clearest evidence that stimulus size is responsible
for the differences in the results of the two studies is that
one of the authors of Mitchison and McKee (1990)
(SPM, Fig. 7) obtained similar results to our own when
presented with the 10.66deg stimuli in our set-up. The
question of why the anisotropy exists for small stimuli
remains unanswered, of course-if
it is because orientation disparity information is ineffective, then it is
unclear why the remaining information present in small
surface patches is subject to a processing asymmetry in
the visual system.
EXPERIMENT TWO
To better understand the interaction between stimulus
size and slant detection thresholds, a second experiment
was undertaken in which detection thresholds were
measured over a large range of sizes of the surface
patches. Manipulating the size of a slanted surface patch
would be expected to have a significant effect on detection thresholds because the size of the patch determines
the maximum disparity (between the outer edges of the
patch) that is present in the stimulus. On the other hand,
patch size would be expected to have rather little effect
on detection thresholds (within limits) if either orientation disparity or disparity gradient was the main
source of information used to perform the task, because
each remains constant for a given surface slant of any
visible size. Therefore, the extent to which detection
thresholds vary as a function of stimulus size could
provide information as to whether different strategies
(i.e. using point disparities, disparity gradients, or orientation disparities) underlie task performance for different
stimulus sizes.
Specifically, doubling the visible size of a slanted
surface doubles the maximum disparity present (at
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the edges). Thus if a constant magnitude of disparity
is required for slant detection, thresholds would
halve when stimulus size doubles. On the other hand,
thresholds would be expected to remain constant with
changes in stimulus extent, if disparity gradient or
orientation disparity information underlies threshold
performance, since these sources of information remain
constant with varying stimulus size. This technique was
used previously by Braddick (1968; cited by Braddick,
1979), who manipulated stimulus size to show that the
interocular difference in orientation, rather than the
maximum positional disparity in a display, determines
whether or not diplopia occurs.

(a)
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Methods

Stereoscopic slant thresholds were measured for
shear surfaces covered with lines of f45 or O/90 deg.
The same apparatus and procedure as the previous
experiment were used. Stimulus size was varied by
blanking the displays to all but a circular region of the
stimulus with a diameter of 1.33, 2.66, 5.33, 10.66, or
21.33 deg of visual angle. Two subjects took part, each
making a total of 280 observations (40 per point of the
psychometric function) at each stimulus size for each
grid orientation.
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Results

Thresholds were again based on the reciprocal of the
slope of the best-fitting regression line using probit
analysis. Figure 8 shows the disparity difference between
the outer edges of the surface patch required for detection as a function of stimulus size for the two subjects.
It can be seen that disparity thresholds increased with
increasing patch size. For the smallest stimulus sizes,
however, disparity increased by a much smaller amount
than at the largest sizes; it doubled for larger sizes, which
would be expected if disparity gradient or orientation
disparity remained constant, but increased by only 1.4
times on average at the two smallest stimulus sizes. This
pattern of results is consistent with there being a larger
contribution of positional disparity to threshold performance for stimuli subtending 1.3 and 2.6 deg than
for the larger stimulus sizes.
To isolate the way in which slant thresholds vary with
stimulus size, the data from Fig. 8 are re-plotted in Fig. 9
as slant thresholds. In this case, thresholds remained
approximately constant at close to 1 deg of slant for
stimulus sizes of 5.33 deg and above, even though the
maximum disparity present in the display doubled for
each doubling of stimulus size. Thresholds increased to
2-3 deg for the smallest stimulus, representing a 2-3: 1
overall difference in thresholds over the 16:l range of
stimulus sizes used. The greater influence of positional
disparity (as mentioned above, Fig. 8) is reflected in this
graph in the region where thresholds are not constant,
at the smallest simulus sizes. Grid line orientation
had some effect at the smallest stimulus sizes, but
virtually none at the larger stimulus sizes where the data
curves have zero slope. Thresholds in this region are
therefore consistent with the extraction by the visual
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FIGURE 8. Disparity required to detect surface slant as a function of
stimulus size for two observers. Plot symbols indicate grid line
orientation, O/90 or jr45 deg. Stimulus size (1.33, 2.66, 5.33, 10.66,
21.33 deg) is indicated on the x-axis, disparity at threshold (min arc)
on the y-axis. Error bars are the 95% confidence intervals.
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Discussion

As was found for line orientation discrimination
(Orban et al., 1984), positional information plays a
larger role in the detection of stereoscopic slant for
patches subtending N 2 deg or less than in larger stimuli.
This could explain why Mitchison and McKee (1990) did
not find as strong an influence of orientation disparity on
the anisotropy as reported here, because the positional
disparities of their small stimuli were the more salient
slant cue. Stimulus size can also explain the differences
in size of thresholds between our results and those of
Mitchison and McKee (1990). Our results show that
thresholds were considerably larger with the smaller
patch sizes, although they never reached the values that
Mitchison and McKee reported. However, given that
our smallest stimulus in this experiment (1.33 deg) was
still almost twice the size of their stimuli, it is not
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importance of binocular differences in orientation
information.
Koenderink and van Doorn (1976) laid the theoretical
groundwork for the analysis of binocular image orientation information, showing that the deformation component of the disparity field specifies the disparity
gradient, and that it can be measured (approximately) by
monitoring the difference in angles formed by corresponding pairs of intersecting lines. This quantity, an
angular disparity, has the important property that it
remains invariant with whole-field image rotations, as
would occur when the eyes are misaligned about their
lines of sight (cyclovergence). However, recent studies
Ihave
apparently provided evidence against the use of the
12
16
20
24
4
8
O
deformation component of the disparity field. Cagenello
Stimulus Size (degrees)
(1990), and Gillam and Rogers (1991) found that the
perceived slant of surfaces defined by horizontal and
vertical shear, pure curl, and pure deformation was not
dependent on the deformation component of the underBJR
Mdeglillm
lying disparity fields. Instead, perceived slant was found
*
0/9o&g~Bnes
to depend on the other slant information present including disparities, disparity gradients, and orientation disparities.
Orientation disparity, as it is commonly defined and
used in this paper, also varies with surface slant, but
differs from the angular disparity approximation to
deformation, in the following ways. First, a single binocularly corresponding line is required to derive orientation disparity, unlike angular disparity which requires
a pair of lines at different absolute orientations in each
image (Koenderink, 1986). As a result, orientation dis12
16
20
24
0
4
8
parity varies with the state of torsional alignment between the two eyes. Cagenello and Rogers (1990) have
Stimulus Size (degrees)
reported that torsional misalignment affects perceived
FIGURE 9. Surface. slant detection thresholds as a function of
slant. Second, orientation disparities must be scaled by
stimulus size for two observers. Plot symbols indicate grid line
the orientation of lines on three-dimensional surfaces to
orientation, O/90 or +45deg. Stimulus size (1.33, 2.66, 5.33, 10.66,
obtain an estimate of slant, whereas angular disparity is
21.33 deg) is indicated on the x-axis, surface slant at threshold (degrees
directly
related to surface slant. This is a consequence of
from fronto-parallel) on the y-axis. These are the same data as
the
geometry
which is expressed in Fig. 3; orientation
in Fig. 8, re-plotted as slant thresholds. Error bars are the 95%
confidence intervals.
disparity for a fixed surface slant depends on absolute
line orientation. The perspective effect described by
Gillam and Ryan (1992) would, in principle, require a
surprising that our thresholds were significantly lower similar scaling process and it would be interesting to see
than theirs.
if the influence of contradictory or appropriate perspecThe constancy of slant detection thresholds for tive information on perceived slant varies with the
patches subtending 5.33 deg and above (Fig. 9) is orientation of lines in the stimulus.
certainly consistent with the use of orientation disparities
Wildes (1989, 1991) showed that pairs of orientation
or the disparity gradient present.
disparities can be used to calculate an angular disparity, which avoids the need for scaling. This is essentially equivalent to the approximation to deformation
GENERAL DISCUSSION
suggested by Koenderink and van Door-n (1976).
The principal finding of the experiments reported
A computer algorithm that Wildes devised using this
here is that the magnitude of the perceptual aniso- technique was able to recover robust estimates of surface
tropy in surface slant detection is affected by the slant from stereo images of natural scenes. Jones and
orientation of lines covering stereoscopic surfaces.
Malik (1992) have also successfully made use of orienThe most plausible interpretation of these results is tation disparity information in their computer program,
that orientation disparity provided the information
which recovers surface shape characteristics
from
used by subjects to perform the task. That the visual natural stereo images.
system is apparently able to use this information
Several researchers have argued for the use of orientais of interest, given the well-established theoretical
tion disparity by the visual system (von der Heydt, 1978;
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Ninio, 1985; DeValois et al., 1975; Gillam & Rogers,
example, the fact that the anisotropy is consistently
1991). von der Heydt (1978; see also von der Heydt
related to the form of the underlying disparity transet al., 1981) presented subjects with uncorrelated
formation led to a suggestion of an asymmetry in the
dynamic noise grating stereograms which contained
visual system’s processing of disparities which change in
varying magnitudes of orientation disparity. Although
a vertical direction (orthogonal to the axis joining the
there were no consistent positional disparities from
two eyes) vs a horizontal direction (parallel to the axis
frame to frame, surface slant was perceived for a large joining the two eyes). That is, it was hypothesized that
range of orientation disparities, providing evidence for the visual system is insensitive to disparity changes in a
a distinct neural mechanism for orientation disparity
horizontal direction. and that disparity changes in a
processing. While this illustrates that orientation dis- vertical direction are more effective (Wallach & Bacon.
parity can be processed in the absence of all other
1976; Rogers & Graham, 1983; Gillam vt ~1.. 1984;
consistent slant information, it does not indicate how Tyler, 1991).
such a mechanism would function in normal circumMore recently, Mitchison and Westheimer (1990),
stances, when other information about surface slant is and Mitchison and McKee (1990) have proposed an
available.
explanation of the anisotropy in terms of the stereo
Ninio (1985) manipulated corresponding line pairs viewing geometry. Eccentric binocular viewing produces
in line stereograms so that they contained differing
whole-field gradients of disparity which are larger in a
amounts of orientation and positional disparity. He horizontal direction than in a vertical direction. Eccenfound that line pairs with an orientation disparity com- tric fixation would therefore cause spurious horizontal
ponent were more likely to appear as smoothly slanting
gradients of disparity, making that information an
than those without. However, orientation disparity was unreliable indicator of surface slant. For this reason they
not manipulated independently of positional disparity
hypothesized that there is no in-built reference for
and disparity gradient, because random-line orientations
surfaces slanting about a vertical axis, which makes them
were used. Thus it is not clear that the results are best harder to see. However, curved surfaces also generate an
anisotropy (Rogers & Graham, 1983; Cagenello &
explained by orientation disparity processing.
Rogers, 1988b; Rogers & Cagenello, 1989) whereas the
DeValois et al. (1975; see also DeValois & DeValois,
detectability should be unaffected by the introduction
1988) reported a slant aftereffect in depth which generalof a whole-field horizontal disparity gradient, because
ized to test surfaces that had different absolute disparthe local changes in disparity that define the curvature
ities from those in the adapting surface (by introducing
(the second derivative of positional disparity) remain
a disparity offset between test and adapting surfaces),
unaltered.
thus ruling out disparity adaptation. They argued that
Neither of these earlier accounts of the anisotropy can
orientation disparity adaptation could explain the rebe easily interpreted in terms of the underlying mechansults, though adaptation of a disparity gradient mechanisms. In contrast, if orientation disparity provides an
ism could also have been a factor. These two possibilities
could be teased apart by using stimuli similar to those adequate explanation of the anisotropy at the thresholds
of slant perception, then it is not difficult to imagine a
we used in the present study, because they provide
independent control of orientation disparity and dis- mechanism that would be capable of extracting binocular differences in the orientation of line elements (Blakeparity gradient.
Gillam and Rogers (1991) (whose results were sum- more et al., 1972; Nelson et al., 1977; Hanny, von der
marized above) concluded that orientation disparity was Heydt & Poggio, 1977).
Our analysis of the geometry
of orientation
the stimulus feature that best accounted for their findings. The results they obtained, however, would also be disparity shows that the magnitude and direction of
the threshold slant anisotropy is consistent with the
predicted by the positional disparities and disparity
magnitude of orientation disparity in stereoscopic
gradients present in their stimuli.
The inconclusive nature of three of the studies sum- projections of slanted surfaces. In addition, we have
psychophysical evidence that the anisotropy can be
marized above regarding the role of orientation disparity
made larger or smaller by varying the absolute orienis perhaps due to the co-variance of positional disparity,
tation of lines covering stereoscopic surfaces, which
disparity gradient, and orientation disparity in normal
stereoscopic stimuli depicting slanting surfaces. The alters the orientation disparity present but not positional
studies that independently manipulated orientation dis- disparities or disparity gradients. These results therefore
parity (the present study and von der Heydt, 1978) were provide further evidence for the use of orientation
able to determine that orientation disparity can indeed disparities by the visual system, and provide the basis
of an explanation of the anisotropy in stereoscopic slant
play a role in slant perception. In addition, the presence
of equal magnitudes of orientation disparity in shear and detection.
expansion-compression
surfaces in the present study
eliminated the anisotropy in slant detection, suggesting
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